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2.11 Dynamic structure factor 
Inn this thesis, we will be concerned with measurements of the dynamic struc-
turee factor of colloidal suspensions by means of light- and x-ray scattering 
techniques.. The dynamic structure factor in the time domain, S{q,t), de-
scribess the temporal decay of density fluctuations Sn(q,t). It is defined by 
thee autocorrelation function 

sfa,t)) = <M-q>o)*n(q.*)>. (2*x) 

,, where q is the wave vector of the fluctuation, t denotes time and the brackets 
indicatee an equilibrium ensemble average. In the frequency domain, the 
dynamicc structure factor is given by 

11 roo 

S(q,u>)S(q,u>) = ^- / e'^{Sn(~q,0)Sn(ci,t))dt (2.2) 
LitLit  J-oo 

Twoo kinds of density fluctuations are of interest here: fluctuations in the 
numberr density of the colloidal particles and density fluctuations in the sus-
pendingg fluid. The latter remain as the volume fraction of colloids approaches 
zero.. Both kinds of density fluctuations cause spatial inhomogeneities in the 
refractivee index m(r,t). If light impinges on a colloidal suspension at a 
specificc time t, it is scattered by these spatial inhomogeneities in the refrac-
tivee index. By investigating the time evolution or the frequency components 
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Figuree 2.1: Schematic drawing of the dynamic structure f actor in the case of 
colloidalcolloidal suspensions. The width of the central peak is determined by the col-
loidalloidal diffusion coefficient D0. The Brillouin peaks are shifted by a frequency 
differencedifference  with respect to the central peak and their width is Au. qin and 
qqoutout are the wave vector of the incoming and scattered light, respectively. 

off  the scattered light intensity it is, therefore, possible to obtain information 
onn the relaxation of density fluctuations in the system. 

Inn a colloidal fluid, fluctuations in the number density of colloids relax by 
diffusion,, and light is therefore scattered quasi-elastically from these fluctua-
tions.. In chapters 3 and 4, we will employ two experimental techniques that 
aree sensitive to this quasi-elastically scattered light: dynamic x-ray scatter-
ingg (DXS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). These scattering techniques 
measuree the dynamic structure factor in the time domain. There is, however, 
alsoo a small contribution of light that is inelastically scattered, i.e., whose 
frequencyy is shifted with respect to the incoming light. This frequency shift 
arisess from the interaction of light with propagating density fluctuations, or 
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longitudinall  sound modes [14]. Investigation of these sound modes by means 
off  inelastic light scattering is called Brillouin spectroscopy, and we will apply 
thiss technique to suspensions of colloidal silica spheres in chapter 5. Brillouin 
spectroscopyy yields the dynamic structure factor in the frequency domain. 

Schematically,, S{q,u) will look as depicted in fig. 2.1. The central peak 
aroundd w = 0 arises from the quasi-elastic scattering by the colloidal parti-
cles.. In a dilute system, where the diffusion coefficient of the colloids does 
nott depend on frequency, the width of the central peak is determined by the 
diffusionn coefficient D0 of the colloidal particles. This width is so small that 
itt is hard to investigate in the frequency domain. Besides the (very strong) 
centrall  peak, there are two peaks shifted with respect to the incoming fre-
quency:: the Brillouin doublet. The Brillouin scattering from sound modes is 
severall  orders of magnitude smaller than the quasi-elastic scattering from the 
colloids,, even if the mean refractive index of the fluid approximately matches 
thatt of the colloidal particles. Because of the dominant role of the quasi-
elasticallyy scattered intensity, measuring the Brillouin doublet in a colloidal 
suspensionn is a challenging task, requiring an experimental technique that 
cann separate the frequency components of the scattered light very sharply. 

Inn a pure fluid, the dynamic structure factor looks qualitatively similar 
too fig. 2.1, but the central peak is then much smaller. The central peak 
inn a pure fluid arises from temperature fluctuations (the density depends on 
temperature).. The temperature fluctuations relax diffusively, and the width 
off  the central peak is therefore given by the thermal diffusivity in this case. 

Inn this chapter, we will give an overview of the experimental techniques 
usedd in this thesis to measure the dynamic structure factor. 

2.22 Dynamic light- and x-ray scattering 

2.2.11 Theory 
Electromagneticc radiation impinging on a sample with a spatially inhomo-
geneouss refractive index or electron density, such as a random assembly of 
colloidall  particles suspended in a fluid, is scattered by these inhomogeneities. 
Thee electric field amplitudes scattered by different regions in the sample in-
terferee and thus create an intensity distribution of dark and bright regions in 
thee far field, called a speckle pattern. The speckle pattern reflects the instan-
taneouss configuration of the scatterers. If the scatterers move, for instance 
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ass a result of Brownian motion, the speckle pattern will change in time such 
thatt initially dark regions become bright and vice versa. Thus, if one places 
aa detector of the size of a typical speckle spot at a particular point in the far 
field,field, the intensity measured at this point will fluctuate in time according to 
thee movement of the scatterers. At times short compared to the typical time 
scalee of configurational changes of the assembly of scatterers, the intensity 
att a given point in space will be correlated with the initial intensity. By 
contrast,, at large times the speckle pattern will bear no relation with the 
initiall  pattern and the intensity correlation will thus be lost. This property 
iss quantified by the intensity autocorrelation function 

I{q,t)I{q,Q)I{q,t)I{q,Q) = lira ~ fTI(q,r)I(q,r + t)dr, (2.3) 

wheree I(q, t) is the scattered intensity. For an ergodic system, the time aver-
agee implied by the bar is equivalent to an ensemble average. In a photon cor-
relationn spectroscopy experiment, a fluctuating signal proportional to I(q, t) 
iss fed into a computer that calculates the normalized intensity correlation 
functionn tr. . r / _. 

9iqJ)=9iqJ)= (I(q))2 *  ( } 

Underr the condition that the electric field amplitude E(q, t) is a zero-mean 
complexx Gaussian variable, g(q,t) is given by 

g{qJ)=1+g{qJ)=1+̂ ^msi^^msi =1+mq=1+mq,,t)t)^^  (2.5) 

wheree ƒ (q, t) is the normalized intermediate scattering function. The con-
trastt j32 = g(q, 0) - 1 depends on the coherence of the beam, the coherence 
preservingg properties of the optical elements in the setup and the number of 
coherencee areas observed at the detector. For incoherent radiation, ft2 = 0 
andd g(q, t) = 1. Similarly, if the detector area is much larger than the speckle 
sizee the measured intensity will always be identical to the average intensity 
andd thus g{q,t) = 1. In dynamic x-ray scattering experiments, optimizing 
thee trade-off between the coherence and the available photon flux results in 
aa contrast of typically 5 - 10 % [15, 16], whereas 02 is usually close to the 
ideall  value of 1 in a DLS experiment. 

Inn the case of single scattering by an arrangement of AT identical particles, 
thee scattered field amplitude in the far field is (apart from unimportant 
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factorss that are omitted) given by 

wheree Tj(t) is the position vector of particle j . The scattering amplitude b(q) 
iss basically the Fourier transform of the refractive index profile mi(r) of a 
scatterer, , 

b(q)b(q) oc 4?r  f°°[mi(r)  - m0]^^r 2dr, (2.7) 

wheree m0 is the refractive index of the surrounding medium. The mean 
intensityy is related to the static structure factor S(q): 

NN N 

(1(g))(1(g)) oc 6(«j)2 £ £<e*-lr '<°>-"ml ) oc Nb(q)2S(q). (2.8) 
j = ll  k=l 

Itt follows from eqs. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.8 that for identical particles the normalized 
intermediatee scattering function is given by 

NN N 

thatt is, f{q, t) is directly related to the dynamic structure factor in the time 
domain.. As is clear from eq. 2.9, the normalized intermediate scattering 
functionn contains correlations between the positions of different particles and 
thuss depends on the interparticle interactions (see chapter 4). 

ForFor concentrated suspensions, where the decay of the dynamic structure 
factorr is generally non-exponential, f{q,t) is usually analyzed in terms of a 
cumulantt expansion: 

/(g,«)) = cr i ^ t + r 2 (« , f a +- . (2.10) 

Here,, Ti(q) is the first cumulant [3]. In a dynamic light scattering experi-
ment,, one is interested in the wave vector dependent decay of the normalized 
intermediatee scattering function. In particular, the initial decay of ƒ(g, t) 
givess the collective short time diffusion coefficient D(q) of the colloidal sus-
pensionn [3], according to 

l im^ MM = r,(,) =-D(,tf. (2.11) 
*-*oo at 
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Inn a dilute system, the diffusion coefficient does not depend on q and the 
normalizedd intermediate scattering function becomes single exponential, 

f(q,t)f(q,t) = e-D^\ (2.12) 

wheree D0 is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. 
Inn general, the mean intensity in eq. 2.8 may be written as 

(I(q))ocNb(0)(I(q))ocNb(0)22P(q)S(q),P(q)S(q), (2.13) 

wheree P(q) = b(q)2/b(0)2 is the particle form factor. In the case of spherical 
particles,, the form factor is given by [3] 

P(P(qq)) = -L-[sm(qa) - qacos(qa)]2. (2.14) 
{qa){qa)6 6 

Thee relation 2.13 allows to obtain information on the static structure of the 
suspensionn from the time-averaged intensity. The form factor can be obtained 
fromm a dilute suspension, where S(q) = 1. In the case of x-rays, eq. 2.13 
mustt be modified to [17] 

(I{q))(I{q))  <x NV2Ap2
eP(q)S(q), (2.15) 

wheree V is the particle volume and Apc the difference in electron density 
betweenn the colloids and their surroundings. 

2.2.22 Multipl e light scattering 

Expressionss 2.9, 2.11 and 2.13 only hold for single scattering of light. This 
meanss that if one wants to measure the collective diffusion coefficient D(q) 
orr the static structure factor by light scattering, it has to be assured that 
thee measurements are performed in the single scattering limit . The single 
scatteringg limi t is characterized by the condition 

IsIs » L, (2.16) 

wheree ls is the mean distance between two scattering events (or scattering 
meann free path) and L the sample size. 

Inn the dilute limit , the scattering mean free path is given by 

I.. = — , (217) 
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wheree ncoU is the number density of colloids and a the scattering cross section. 
Underr the condition that the refractive index contrast is small, \mi/mQ-\\ <C 
1,, and the "phase shifts" are small, 47rm0a|m1/m0 - 1|/A < 1, we have [18] 

aa oc 7ra2\mi/m0 - 1|2. (2-18) 

Inn these expressions, a is the radius of the scatterers, mx their refractive 
indexx and A the wavelength of the scattered light in vacuo. The conditions 
forr the validity of eq. 2.18, which is known as the Rayleigh-Gans approxi-
mation,, are always fulfilled for the systems considered here. It is seen from 
eqs.. 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18 that the single scattering limit can be achieved by 
lettingg either ncou -> 0 or mjmo -  1 (or both), i.e., the sample has to 
bee dilute or the refractive index of the scatterers has to be nearly matched 
too that of the surrounding medium. These requirements put severe limita-
tionss on the applicability of the dynamic light scattering technique: in the 
interestingg case of high particle concentrations, where interparticle interac-
tionss become important, the necessity to match the refractive indices of the 
particless and the suspending fluid restricts the possibility to vary the direct 
interactionn between the particles. The direct interaction depends sensitively 
onn the properties of the suspending fluid and one would therefore like to have 
completee freedom of choice. 

Thee opposite to condition 2.16, i.e. ls < L, gives rise to multiple scatter-
ing,, since then light is scattered many times on its path through the sample. 
Inn the case of strong multiple scattering, the transport of light intensity in 
thee system can be modeled as a random walk between scatterers and is thus 
diffusive.. The direction of light propagation will be randomized after only 
aa few scattering events for diffusive light transport. The scattered intensity 
observedd at any given point in space will then originate from a distribution 
off  light paths in the sample. In other words, the light rays finally traveling in 
thee direction of detection, q ^, have originally been scattered in all possible 
directionss and one therefore effectively observes an average over all possi-
blee scattering vectors q. The essential wave-vector information is lost. The 
intensityy correlation function decays much faster in the multiple scattering 
regimee than in the single scattering limit , which is easily seen as follows. The 
phasee difference between waves scattered by a particular scatterer at times 
tt and t + At is proportional to the distance the scatterer moves in the time 
intervall  At. If the light is multiply scattered by a large number of differ-
entt scatterers, the phase differences accumulate and the time correlation will 
thuss be lost quickly. In the limiting case of diffusive light transport, it is 
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neverthelesss possible to extract useful information from intensity correlation 
functions,, such as the size of the particles. Photon correlation spectroscopy 
inn this limi t is known as diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS) [5]. 

2.2.33 Cross-correlated dynamic light scattering 

Thee (strong) multiple scattering regime is characterized by the fact that the 
fractionn of singly scattered light reaching the point of observation is small 
comparedd to the fraction of multiply scattered light. In this case, one cannot 
obtainn q dependent information from dynamic light scattering. However, 
theree will always be a certain fraction of singly scattered light leaving the 
sample.. In this section, we describe the technique of cross-correlated dynamic 
lightt scattering with a single laser beam (CCDLS), with which it is possible 
too selectively detect the singly scattered component of the total scattered 
intensityy and thus obtain the q dependent collective diffusion coefficient. The 
techniquee is applicable in cases where ordinary DLS has become unreliable 
duee to multiple scattering, but the limit of diffusive light transport has not 
yett been reached. CCDLS has first been demonstrated experimentally by 
Meyerr et al. [19]. Figure 2.2 shows the basic scattering geometry for CCDLS, 
ass employed by these authors. A laser beam is focused into a sample cell, 
whichh is contained in a cylindrical index matching vat. The scattered light 
iss coupled into two optical fibers that are separated vertically by a small 
distancee Y. In terms of scattering vectors, the vertical distance between the 
fibersfibers is Aq = (47rra/A) sin(A<p/2), where m is the refractive index of the 
suspensionn and A ^ the angular distance between the fibers. The signal from 
thee two fibers is fed into two detectors whose outputs are cross-correlated. 

AA theoretical treatment of CCDLS has been given by Lock [20]. This 
authorr calculated approximately the contributions of single and double scat-
teringg to the time dependent intensity cross-correlation function for the ge-
ometryy shown in fig. 2.2, assuming a cylindrical scattering volume. We will 
nott repeat the rather cumbersome (but straightforward) calculations here, 
butt give a graphical representation of the main outcome instead. Figure 2.3 
showss Locks result for the field correlation functions at t = 0 as a function 
off  the fiber separation Aq. Figure 2.3(a) shows field correlation functions for 
singlyy and doubly scattered light, fig. 2.3(b) the ratio of the double scatter-
ingg contribution to the intensity correlation function to the single scattering 
contribution-- The calculations have been done for mi = 1.465, m0 = 1.400, 
aa = 55 nm, A = 532 nm, L = 2 mm, Rfoc = 100 /im, Rave = 2 mm and 
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Samplee >^ Index matching 
celll I vat 

Incident t 
beam m 

Opticall fibers 

Figuree 2.2: Scattering geometry for cross-correlated dynamic light scattering 
withwith a single laser beam. 

4>4> = 0.1. Here, Rave is the radius out to which each particle is surrounded 
byy an isotropic environment of other particles (which is comparable to the 
radiuss of the sample cell [20]), Rfoc is the beam waist in the focus and <j>  is 
thee volume fraction of particles. The correlation functions shown are 

CCh2h2(Aq) (Aq) 
(fi* |2(qq - Aq/2, 0)E1,2(q + Aq/2, 0)) 

(£?J(q,0)£?1(q,0)> > 
(2.19) ) 

wheree the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to single and double scattering, respec-
tively.. It is seen from fig. 2.3(a) that for Aq = 0, i.e. autocorrelation, C2 

iss by almost a factor 4 larger than C\ for this particular example, meaning 
thatt double scattering contributes much more to the total field autocorre-
lationn function than single scattering. However, as the fiber separation Aq 
iss increased, C2 decays much faster than Cx, such that the single scattering 
contribution'becomess dominant at large fiber separation. From fig. 2.3(b) it 
iss seen that the ratio of the double scattering contribution to the intensity 
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Figur ee 2.3: (a) Electric field cross-correlation function for single scattering 
(Ci)(Ci) and double scattering (C2) at time t = 0 as a function of fiber dis-
tance.tance. The correlation functions are normalized to C\ at zero fiber distance. 
TheThe system parameters are given in the text, (b) Ratio of the square of the 
correlationcorrelation functions shown in (a), (\/C[, as a function of fiber separation. 
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correlationn function to the single scattering contribution, Cf/C?, decreases 
ass Aq~2 at larger fiber separations. For Aq = 600 cm"1, the double scat-
teringg contribution is less than 1 % of the single scattering contribution in 
thiss particular case. The fiber separation at which this suppression of doubly 
scatteredd light is achieved is much smaller than the wave vectors q typically 
probedd by dynamic light scattering, Aq/q « 10"2; this ensures that the 
uncertaintyy in q introduced by CCDLS is negligible. 

Thee theoretical analysis given by Lock demonstrates that CCDLS is in 
principlee capable of separating singly from multiply scattered light. However, 
ann experimental verification of the method as well as an investigation of its 
rangee of applicability in terms of ls/L is highly desirable, if this technique is to 
bee used for studying the dynamics of dense colloidal suspensions. Meyer et al 
[19]]  measured the diffusion coefficient of polystyrene latex spheres suspended 
inn water in a range of concentrations. The diffusion coefficient measured 
inn cross-correlation was almost independent of concentration, whereas the 
onee extracted from autocorrelation functions changed dramatically as the 
concentrationn of particles was increased. Furthermore, the cross-correlation 
functionss were single exponential. From these observations they inferred 
thatt the cross-correlation functions were unaffected by multiple scattering. 
However,, this is an indirect proof that relies on the assumption that the true 
diffusionn coefficient is independent of concentration and the single-scattering 
correlationn function is single exponential, which is only valid in the dilute 
limit .. An independent test of the reliability of CCDLS has so far not been 
presented.. In chapter 3, we will give the first direct and independent proof 
off  the feasibility and reliability of CCDLS by directly comparing this new 
techniquee with dynamic x-ray scattering, where multiple scattering does not 
playy a role. 

Anotherr cross-correlation dynamic light scattering technique is the so-
calledd two-color dynamic light scattering method (TCDLS) [21, 22, 23]. In 
thiss technique, two laser beams with different colors are incident on the sam-
plee and the scattered light is detected by two spatially separated detectors. 
Eachh detector is sensitive to only one of the two colors. The relative posi-
tionss of the detectors and the incoming beams are aligned such that both 
detectorss probe the same scattering vector q for single scattering. For higher 
orderr scattering, light arriving at the detectors has initially been scattered 
inn random directions and thus originates from different scattering vectors. 
Ass a result, the intensity cross-correlation of the detector outputs is much 
smallerr for multiply scattered light than for singly scattered light and multi-
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piee scattering detection is thus greatly suppressed, in a similar fashion as for 
thee two-fiber CCDLS setup considered in this chapter. The main drawback 
off  the TCDLS method is the tedious alignment procedure resulting from the 
factt that basically two complete DLS setups are used simultaneously, under 
thee condition that both of these setups probe the same scattering volume and 
wavee vector. Probably due to this difficult alignment, TCDLS has not been 
usedd extensively in practice. By contrast, the two-fiber CCDLS technique 
presentedd here is as easily to align and use as ordinary DLS and should there-
foree be suited for routine work. This simplification of the experimental setup 
iss achieved by relaxing the requirement that both detectors probe exactly the 
samee q for single scattering; instead, one allows a small separation in q space 
alsoo for single scattering. The feasibility of TCDLS has been investigated by 
measuringg concentration dependent correlation functions and diffusion coef-
ficientsficients on dilute systems similar to the experiments by Meyer et al [19]. 
Fromm the fact that for cross-correlation the diffusion coefficient remained 
independentt of concentration and the intensity correlation functions were 
singlee exponential, it was concluded that TCDLS effectively suppresses the 
detectionn of multiply scattered light [21]. We emphasize again that such an 
indirectt way of demonstrating the potential of cross-correlation techniques 
failss for interacting particles, where the diffusion coefficient is intrinsically 
concentrationn dependent and the correlation functions non-exponential. Also 
forr TCDLS, there is no independent, direct experimental verification. There-
fore,, since all cross-correlation dynamic light scattering techniques basically 
relyy on the same physical principles, we believe that the results presented in 
thiss thesis are of general importance. 

2.2.44 CCDLS setup 
Inn the CCDLS setup (fig. 2.4), a diode pumped, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG 
laserr (Coherent DPSS 532, A = 532 nm) served as the light source. The 
beamm was focused in the sample to a beam waist of about Rfoc = 100 pm. 
Thee scattered light was collected by a lens with focal length 20 mm at a 
distancee of Ri = 145 mm from the sample and focused on a pinhole with a 
diameterr of 100 /mi. The pinhole served to eliminate stray light. The optical 
fibersfibers were located at a distance of 395 mm from the sample. A slit in front 
off  the fibers served to further reduce background light and to define the 
effectivee detector size in the horizontal direction. The fibers were mounted 
onn a vertical slit whose size could be varied by means of a micrometer screw; 
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Figur ee 2.4: Basic configuration of the cross-correlation dynamic light scat-
teringtering setup. 

thiss allowed to vary the core-core fiber distance between 2.4 and 6.0 mm. 
Thee vertical extent of the single-scattering speckle at the position of the 
collectingg lens should be of the order of (X/Rfoc)Ri w 0.8 mm. The collection 
opticss leads to a magnification of the vertical speckle size by about a factor 
10,, i.e., the vertical extent of the speckle is about 8 mm at the position 
off  the fibers. Therefore, singly scattered light is expected to be correlated 
withinn the range of fiber distances available. The apparatus was designed 
suchh that it could house the same sample cells as used for dynamic x-ray 
scattering,, enabling us to perform both CCDLS and DXS on exactly the same 
samples.. The sample cells were suspended in a bath of Toluene (Acros, 99 
%,, refractive index m = 1.4965) to reduce stray-light scattering from the cell 
walls.. The temperature of the toluene bath was actively stabilized at 30 °C, 
usingg a feed-back mechanism (Malvern instruments temperature controller 
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Figuree 2.5: Schematic diagram of the configuration of beamline ID10A at 
thethe European Synchrotron Radiation Facility. 

RRR 56), to avoid a temperature difference between the CCDLS and the DXS 
measurements.. Two multimode optical fibers (ALV, core diameter 300 ^m) 
weree used to couple the scattered light into two photomultipliers (ALV single 
photonn detectors) whose outputs were cross-correlated. Correlation functions 
weree calculated with a digital ALV5000/E correlator. A linear polarizer in 
thee incoming beam and an analyzer in front of the collecting lens ensured that 
onlyy the VV component of the scattered light was detected. The detectors 
weree mounted on a rotation stage to vary the scattering angle. 

Inn order to compare dynamic x-ray scattering with dynamic light scatter-
ingg in the case of optically index matched samples, we employed a slightly 
differentt DLS setup with a single photomultiplier (Malvern instruments). 
Thiss setup had been used extensively in previous experiments and has been 
describedd in detail in [24]. 

2.2.55 DXS setup 
Dynamicc x-ray scattering was performed at beamline ID10A of the Euro-
peann Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble [16]. Figure 2.5 shows a 
schematicc drawing of the setup. The sample was illuminated with radiation of 
8.22 keV energy (wavelength A = 1.51 A), supplied by a single bounce Si( l l l ) 
monochromator.. A vertically focusing Rh-coated Si mirror was set to a crit-
icall  energy just above 8.2 keV for harmonics rejection. Photon correlation 
spectroscopyy requires the sample to be illuminated with coherent radiation. 
Moree specifically, the maximum path length difference in the sample has to be 
comparablee to the longitudinal coherence length $ and the lateral size of the 
scatteringg volume has to be comparable to the transverse coherence length &. 
Thee coherence length is the distance over which the phases of the beam re-
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mainn correlated, either along the propagation direction (&) or perpendicular 
too it (f t). Along the propagation direction, the phases become uncorrelated 
iff  the beam is not perfectly monochromatic1. Accordingly, the longitudinal 
coherencee length is determined by the bandwidth AA/A of the x-ray source, 
$$ « A(A/AA ) = 1 fim. The transverse coherence length is determined by 
thee source size2 S and the distance from the source Rs, & « \RJ2S. The 
maximumm path length difference is PLD = L[l  - cos(0)] + ft sin(0), where 
LL is the sample thickness, h the diameter of the scattering volume and 0 the 
scatteringg angle. The condition PLD < & was fulfilled for q < 0.96 n m- \ 
whichh was sufficient for the present experiments. The transverse coherence 
lengthh was set by primary slits to 144 /im vertically and 14 /mi horizontally 
att a distance Rs = 44 m from the source. A collimating pinhole aperture 
withh a diameter of 20 /ira was inserted 0.13 m upstream from the sample 
too select a partially coherent beam. We chose this configuration to optimize 
thee trade-off between the degree of coherence on one hand and intensity-
andd stability requirements on the other. A guard slit was positioned right 
inn front of the sample capillaries to eliminate parasitic scattering from the 
collimatingg aperture. In order to detect intensity fluctuations the detector 
aperturee has to be comparable to the angular size X/h of the intensity speck-
les.. Therefore, an analyzing aperture of 30 /im size was placed in front of 
aa scintillation counter at a distance of R2 - 2.3 m from the sample. The 
specklespeckle size at this position is approximately R2X/h = 17 /im. The sample 
cellss were placed in an evacuated chamber which was heated to 30 °C with 
aa Peltier element. Intensity correlation functions were recorded with digital 
ALV5000/EE correlators. A reference correlation function was obtained from 
thee air scattering just in front of the sample to record intensity fluctuations in 
thee incoming beam. The time averaged signal from the scintillation counter 
wass used for small-angle x-ray scattering measurements, keeping the experi-
mentall  conditions unchanged with respect to the dynamic measurements. 

xThee phase difference in time t is Aut, where Aw is the frequency spread. We define 
thee coherence time tc by Autc — 2n. The longitudinal coherence length then follows from 
£tt = cotc and Aw = 27rcoAA/A2, where CQ is the speed of light. 

22 Rays that are emitted at different points in an extended source have a phase difference 
iff  observed at a point transverse to the beam. This phase difference affects the visibility 
off  interference fringes. One can define the transverse coherence length as the distance 
beyondd which the visibility has reduced to less than 50 % [6]. 
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2.33 Brilloui n spectroscopy 

2.3.11 Theory 
Inn this section, we briefly summarize the theory underlying the Brillouin 
doublett shown schematically in fig 2.1. For a detailed description, we refer 

too [14]. 
Thee intensity of light scattered from a pure fluid is, to a good approxi-

mation,, proportional to the dynamic structure factor, as given by eq. 2.2. 
T h USS rx 

I(q,u;)I(q,u;) = (ein-e0Ut)
2(^)2TS(q^), (2.20) 

wheree ein and eout are the polarization vectors of the incoming and scattered 
light,, respectively, e the dielectric function and T the temperature3. This 
relationn between the scattered intensity and the dynamic structure factor 
allowss to measure S(q, u) by Rayleigh-Brillouin scattering. 

Thee dynamics of fluctuations in a pure fluid is governed by the continuity 
equation,, the equation of motion, and the energy conservation equation. If 
thee fluctuations are small, these equations may be linearized and then read 
[14,, 25] 

9Sn9Sn _ rt — rr + n0V - u = 0 
at at 

MnMn00̂  ̂ = - V ^ + r ?V 2 u + (^ + i /?)V(V-u) (2.21) 
dt dt 

++ (e0+Po)V-u = AV'ÖT. 
dt dt 

Here,, u is the fluid velocity field, M the molecular mass, p the pressure 
field,field, 77 the shear viscosity, r)b the bulk viscosity, e the density of internal 
energyy and A the thermal conductivity. The space- and time dependence of 
alll  quantities appearing under the derivatives has been omitted for clarity. 
Thee subscript 0 denotes equilibrium values. The fluctuations in eqs. 2.21 are 
nott all independent, but are related by the local equilibrium thermodynamic 
equationss of state; this allows to eliminate two of the fluctuations and thus 
closee the set of equations. The equations may then be solved by Laplace 

3Equationn 2.20 is only approximately correct since it neglects the dependence of the 
dielectricc function on temperature (at constant density), which for most liquids is however 
small. . 
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transform,, which is a lengthy but straightforward procedure. We only give 
thee final result for the dynamic structure factor here, which we are interested 

in: : 

11 r 1, DTQ2 

s(«.«)) = -S(O){(I--)W2 + [DTQ2]2 

+ + 
1 ,, VBQ2 . E ^ ! ) (2.22) 
7( [ WW - c ^ ) ] 2 + [ I W ] 2 [^ + a/^)]2 + [ I W ] 2 ' 
11 3 r B - A , , o; + a;(g) u> - u>(q) ,\ 

++ 7*  Tc Mw + w(g)]2 + [Tflfl 2 [ a ; - ^ ) ] 2 * ^ 2 ] 2 ^ ' 

Here,, 5(0) is the static structure factor at q = 0, 7 = Cp/Ĉ  is the specific 
heatt ratio, c the adiabatic sound velocity, DT = A/Mn0Cp the thermal dif-
fusivity,, Dv = ^ ^ p the longitudinal kinematic viscosity and TB the sound 
dampingg coefficient. The first term on the right hand side of eq. 2.22 repre-
sentss the central peak (Rayleigh peak) of a pure fluid, whose width is given 
byy the thermal diffusivity. The next two terms represent the Brillouin dou-
blet.. The Brillouin peaks have a Lorentzian line shape and are shifted by a 
frequency y 

 =  (2.23) 

withh respect to the central peak. The full width at half maximum of the 
Brillouinn peaks is given by 

ALJALJ - TBq2 = (A, + Ar(7 - l))q2- (2-24) 

Thee last two terms in eq. 2.22 are usually negligible. 
Itt is seen from the above equations that the sound velocity c can be 

obtainedd from the position of the Brillouin peaks and the sound damping 
fromm their width. In a colloidal suspension, the sound waves propagating in 
thee fluid will be scattered by the colloidal particles. The scattering will add 
too the sound attenuation 2.24, which is the subject of chapter 5. 

2.3.22 Brilloui n setup 
Thee setup used for Brillouin spectroscopy is shown schematically in fig. 2.6. 
Greenn light from an argon-ion laser (Coherent Innova 100) at a wavelength 
off  514.5 nm is split by a beam splitter cube. 99 % of the incoming light 
intensityy is focused, via a movable arm, into the sample cell; the remaining 1 
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Figuree 2.6: Schematic drawing of the Brillouin setup. The meaning of the 
abbreviationsabbreviations is as follows: beam splitter (B), mirror (M), lens (L), pinhole 
(P),(P), filter (F) and photomultiplier tube (PMT). 

%% are used as a reference beam for alignment and stabilization. The sample 
celll  is located in an index matching bath of glycerol (rn = 1.474) to reduce 
strayy light scattering from the cell walls. The scattered light is collected by 
aa lens and focused onto a pinhole, denning the outgoing wave vector. The 
magnitudee of the scattering vector q is related to the scattering angle 9 by4 

[14] ] 
< Z = ^ s i n ( e / 2 ),, (2.25) 

A A 

wheree m is the index of refraction of the suspension. The scattered light is 
thenn collimated into a triple-pass Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometer (Burleigh 
instruments)) and detected at the exit of the interferometer by a photomulti-

4Equationn 2.25, which is strictly valid only for elastic scattering, holds to a very good 
approximationn since the Brillouin shift is very small. 
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Figur ee 2.7: Transmission of the triple-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer as 
aa function of averager channel. The distance between two consecutive orders 
definesdefines the free spectral range (FSR). The solid line in (b) represents a fit to 
thethe transmission peak with the third power of a Lorentzian curve. 
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plierr tube (PMT, Products for Research inc.). The interferometer is operated 
inn triple-pass configuration to achieve a high contrast; this is necessitated by 
thee fact that the intensity of the central Rayleigh peak for colloidal suspen-
sionss is several orders of magnitude larger than that of the Brillouin peaks, 
evenn if the average refractive indices of the colloids and the suspending fluid 
closelyy match. An additional interference filter for 514.5 nm in front of the 
PMTT serves to further reduce background light. The distance between the 
mirrorss of the FP is scanned piezoelectrically, using a programmable ramp 
generatorr (Burleigh RC 43). The signal from the PMT is fed into a multi-
channell  averager (EG & G 4202), triggered by the ramp generator. The FP is 
placedd in a temperature stabilized container to minimize thermal drift. The 
remainingg thermal drift is actively compensated by applying a compensation 
voltagee to the piezoelectric crystals on the FP mirrors. The compensation 
voltagee is controlled by a feedback mechanism that keeps a reference signal, 
eitherr the reference beam or the strong central Rayleigh peak, within a given 
timee window for each scan (Burleigh DAS-10 FP stabilization system). The 
PMTT is cooled to 0 °C to reduce dark counts. 

Figuree 2.7 shows the transmission of the Fabry-Perot interferometer as a 
functionn of the averager channel, which is proportional to the mirror distance. 
Thee measurement was obtained with the reference beam. Figure 2.7(a) shows 
aa scan over one free spectral range (FSR), fig. 2.7 focuses on one of the 
transmissionn peaks. Light is transmitted through the FP whenever the mirror 
distancee is a multiple of half the light wavelength, since then light waves, 
thatt are multiply reflected between the mirrors, interfere constructively at 
thee exit of the FP. The transmission peaks are broadened mainly as a result 
off  the finite mirror reflectivity and deviations from perfect parallelism of the 
mirrors.. Figure 2.7(b) shows the line shape of a transmission peak. For a 
triple-passs FP, the instrumental line shape T(LJ) may be approximated by a 
triplee Lorentzian [26]: 

T(OJ)T(OJ) * M j , a / vsü , (2-26) 

wheree A is the amplitude, w0 the central frequency, and the full width at 
halff  maximum is given by 1.02/fc. The line in fig. 2.7(b) represents a fit 
too the transmission peak with eq. 2.26. It is seen that the line shape is 
representedd reasonably well by a triple Lorentzian, although deviations are 
apparentt in the wings. From the ratio of the amplitude to the background, 
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Figur ee 2.8: Brillouin spectrum of pure ethanol. The scattering angle 0 = 
90°.. The strong transmission peaks at ÜJ/LÜFSR = 0,1 (off scale) are due to 
thethe reference beam, which has been admitted for stabilization. 

whichh is hardly visible on this scale, we obtain a contrast of 105. The finesse 
(thee ratio of the FSR to the peak width) is 52. 

Calibratio nn of the setup To calibrate the FSR of the interferometer, we 
measuredd a series of Brillouin spectra in pure ethanol. Figure 2.8 depicts a 
Brillouinn spectrum of pure ethanol at a scattering angle of 6 = 90°, obtained 
fromm an average over about 103 sweeps. The two Brillouin peaks are clearly 
visiblee on this scale. To stabilize the FP, part of the reference beam has been 
admitted,, which gives the strong peaks at LÜ/UFSR = 0,1. From a Lorentzian 
fitfit  to the Brillouin peaks we find that the Brillouin shifts of the two orders 
agreee to within 1 % and the widths to within 4 %; this indicates a good 
linearityy of the scan and reasonable stability of the setup. 

Figuree 2.9 shows the position of the Brillouin peaks as a function of the 
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Figuree 2.9: Position of the Brillouin peaks for pure ethanol (squares) and 
aa mixture of ethanol and 58 vol% benzyl alcohol (circles) as a function of 
scatteringscattering vector. The straight lines are linear fits to the data. 

scatteringg vector q. Data are shown for pure ethanol and a mixture of ethanol 
andd 58 vol% benzyl alcohol. This alcohol mixture is used later as index 
matchingg solvent for the colloids. It is seen that the peak position depends 
linearlyy on the wave vector, as expected for a pure fluid. The straight lines 
inn fig. 2.9 are linear fits to the data. The slope of the lines should be given 
byy the sound velocity (see eq. 2.23), which allows to determine the free 
spectrall  range; we find VFSR = 18.19  0.06 GHz. Having obtained the FSR 
fromm the ethanol measurements, we can determine the sound velocity of the 
ethanol// benzyl alcohol mixture to be c = 1462  7 m/s. This result is in 
goodd agreement with c = 1400 m/s, where c = faci + <foc2 is the volume 
averagee of the sound velocities of the two fluids (with cethanoi = 1207 m/s 
[27]]  and cbenzMl. = 1540 m/s [28]). 
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2.44 Sample preparation and characterization 

Inn all experiments we used colloidal silica spheres (mean radius a = 1 
nm,, polydispersity Aa/a = 0.042  0.005, density p = 1.93  0.03 g/cm , 
refractivee index m = 1.465  0.004), synthesized following the micro emul-
sionn technique [4]. The particles were suspended in varying fluids (ethanol, 
benzyll  alcohol, ethanol/benzyl alcohol mixtures, or water/glycerol mixtures, 
dependingg on the purpose) by centrifuging the initial stock suspension, re-
movingg the supernatant, and adding the desired solvent; this procedure was 
repeatedd several times for rinsing. The fluids were filtered several times (Mil -
liporee filters, pore size 0.45 or 0.2 /xm) to remove dust particles. The particle 
densityy was determined by drying a concentrated suspension of known vol-
umee and weight in a solvent of known density and weighing the residue. The 
volumee fraction of the samples was determined by drying a known volume 
att 90 °C and weighing the residue; weight concentrations were converted to 
volumee fractions using the measured particle density. The refractive index of 
thee silica particles was determined by measuring the light transmission (at 
aa wavelength of 532 nm) in the forward direction for suspensions in differ-
entt mixtures of ethanol (m = 1.359) and benzyl alcohol (m = 1.538), at a 
constantt temperature of 25 °C. The maximum in transmission defined the 
pointt of index matching. The refractive indices of the alcohol mixtures were 
measuredd with an Abbe refractometer, thermostated at 25 °C [29]. 

Forr the Brillouin experiments, the silica particles were suspended in an 
opticallyy index matching mixture of ethanol and benzyl alcohol, in order to 
reducee the intensity of the central Rayleigh peak and to avoid multiple light 
scattering.. A sample with a maximum volume fraction of colloids was pro-
ducedd by centrifuging a concentrated suspension at 3000 rpm in the sample 
celll  and removing all of the remaining fluid. The resulting suspension was 
aa highly viscous, transparent sediment. Samples of lower volume fraction 
weree produced by adding known amounts of fluid to the initial suspension. 
Thee colloids were resuspended by stirring and with aid of an ultrasonic bath. 
Thee sample cell was a cylindrical quartz cuvette with an inner diameter of 8 
mm.. At each step in the dilution series, the height of the suspension in the 
cuvette,, and thus the total volume, was measured. The volume fraction was 
determinedd by drying a known amount of the last suspension in the series, 
i.e.,, the most dilute one, and weighing the residue. The volume fractions 
off  the more concentrated samples were then determined relative to the most 
dilutee one, according to the known volumes of these suspensions as measured 
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Figuree 2.10: Small angle x-ray scattering intensity for a dilute sample of 
silicasilica colloids in a mixture of ethanol and benzyl alcohol. The solid line 
representsrepresents a fit to the data with the form factor for spherical particles. 

before.. In this way, the range of volume fractions was determined to have 
beenn 0.077 < 0 < 0.63, i.e., the initial sediment consisted of an almost ran-
domlyy close packed structure. This finding is in accordance with the results 
off  Ballato et al. [30], who investigated the influence of forced sedimentation 
(centrifugation)) on the microstructure of the resulting colloidal sediment. 
Theyy found, by field emission scanning electron microscopy, that centrifuged 
silicaa colloids formed a disordered sediment, whereas an ordered structure 
wass obtained for undisturbed sedimentation. 

Thee size and polydispersity of the particles was determined by measuring 
thee particle form factor with small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) at the 
ESRFF (for a drawing of the setup see fig. 2.5). SAXS is an ideal tool for the 
characterizationn of colloidal particles due to the fact that multiple scattering 
iss absent for x-rays and, more importantly, it covers a much wider q range 
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thann static light scattering [31]. Figure 2.10 shows the static scattered x-ray 
intensityy for a dilute ((f) < 0.005) sample in an index matching mixture of 
ethanoll  and benzyl alcohol. The data are fitted to the form factor expression 
forr spherical particles (eq. 2.14), with an additional prefactor to adjust the 
absolutee value. Expression 2.14 was convoluted with a Schulz distribution 
forr the particle radius to account for polydispersity [9]. As can be seen from 
fig.fig. 2.10, an almost perfect fit  is obtained with a = 54.9  0.1 nm and 
Aa/aAa/a = 0.042  0.005. 


